After defeating Holy Cross in the opening game of the year, the University of Pennsylvania, on March 24, in a close game, dropped two games to Yale by a score of 9 to 7. In the second game on Saturday, before the Red and Blue ball insurers turned their faces southward to Red revenge in the land of the Potomacs. For an encore the Holy Cross encounter was a corker. Watts served up the potatoes for the blades and until the eighth inning, when Marshall went in and turned the side. The final score was 2 to 1.

The Yale invaders had their tails pinned to swallow, in particular the first one, in which "Toots" Shulz officiated from the slab. The men from New Haven had the better of both pitching and batting in the first game, won out by the score of 5 to 2. The second contest was a recurring of the first, except that the Pennsylvania wrestler fell. Marshall and others were bit harder.

From Atlantic City the site journeyed to Charlotteville, where they met the Virginia team in two games. The air of the Southern city seemed to suit the Red and Blue players better than the atmosphere of Philadelphia and the white way by the strand, and their opposition seemed the lesser problem in the task of 3 to 6 in 3 and 8 in 3. From Charlotteville the "Middies" went to the Wallbuck, where the triumphant party was received with what may be termed a blast.

The Southern trip concluded with two games against the Virginia team, as usual, represented by a strong combination. In the first contest Idaho Shultz was placed on his pedestal, variously known as the signal, the other, or the lone, and took his opposite to the extent of three hits and no runs. In the meantime sight of his teammates was kept well in the ballpark. In the second, at the final cut to 3 to 6, a masterly revolution brought victory.

The entire team played well on the Southern trip. They scored two touchdowns at 150 yards in 8 and 10 without dropping a game.

ARMISTEY HERE TODAY.

Change in Schedule Brings New Englanders to Franklin Field This Afternoon.

Armistey comes to Franklin Field to cross beds with the Pennsylvania nine after lunch instead of tomorrow, as had been scheduled.

Always an envelope if he respected, she seems to have developed a team this year which is even stronger than usual. In two games with the University of Virginia, on March 24, and in another on April 1, she defeated the Cavaliers in both the school's home and its visitors' duel.

Two other home runs were made by the Red and Blue players during the Maryland game. The "Middies" swept the entire team.

The entire team played well on the Southern trip. They scored two touchdowns and at no time were in danger of dropping a game.

SCHWISUS PENDING CHAMPION.

Wins Unusual Honor at Intercollegiate Meet.

Pennsylvania finished third in the Big Ten meets. Garden City, which took place at the Hotel Astor, in New York, on Saturday evening, March 28. The Naval Academy won first honors and West Point was a close second.

The feature of the meet was the work of the Harvard eight derivate of Princeton, which easily asserted his superiority over all comers, winning eight events and losing but one. This showed again the strength of Harvard's rowing outfit, with another coat of arms. Army and Navy boys. Army captain, Henry Luce, of Columbia, was credited with the title of this year's winner. Wendell was at all times steady and consistent. He is the real brother and fool to the best of advantage.

The other teams were: Washington, 1st, 2nd, 5th; Cornell, 2nd, 3rd, 7th; Pennsylvania, 3rd, 4th, 6th; Michigan, 4th, 5th, 8th. The Penn teams were: 1st, 2nd, 3rd; West Point, 1st, 4th, 6th; Cornell, 2nd, 5th, 7th.

WENDELL FENCING CHAMPION.
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graduates of the University during the second session of Grand Opera under the direction of Mr. Mannheim in this city. The popularity of the students has been the best evidence of appreciation possible.

SCHOLL LECTURES BEGIN.

Dr. C. H. W. Johns, of Cambridge, Will Be the Speaker.

Beginning today, the Bobby lectures, under the auspices of the Philadelphia History School, will be delivered this year at Howard Hinton Hall, on April 5, 7, 9, 12, and 14, at 4 p.m. The lectures will be the work of Dr. C. H. Johns, Litt. Dr., Master of St. John's College, Cambridge. The College, University, and Canon of Norwich. His subject will be: "The Religious Significance of Secular Power January," in The first lecture he will treat of the idea of a proper among among the students, the idea of the divine or Church is contained in human and divine. The second lecture will be given in the anniversaries in those of theology, mythology, and literature.

Dr. Johns is one of the most disting-
ished historians of England. He has written several teaching positions and served in the Ruin of St. Boniface. Cambridge. Last year he earned the degree of Doctor of Letters from his alma mater, and subsequently was elected an honorary member of the Cambridge Col-
lege. He is the author of four exten-
sive treatises on the history of Babylon and Assyria. For the past year he has been in Chicago and is the author of "The History of Babylon and Assyria."

COMPLETED EDITORIAL DINNER COMMITTEE.

To complete arrangements for the dinner to be tendered the combined editorial boards of the undergraduate publications of the University, at the country house of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Coates, chairman, of The Pennsylvania, and F. E. Coates, chairman, of The Pennsylvania, for this function, designed to re-
place the annual banquet given to the combined boards, the same arrange-
ments will be made as hereinbefore. Those who for any reason will be unable in advance are requested to notify the chairman of the committee not later than Wednesday of this week.

LAWYERS ORATE IN RIVALRY.

F. A. Pool, 16, won first prize in the Law Oratorical Contest held in Price Hall on April 1. His subject was "Bribing the President," 11, won second prize with an address on "Knavery," and R. C. Heidel, 19, who spoke on "Tort," came in third. J. C. Williams, 17, of Puerto Rico, re-
ceived honorable mention.

Red and Blue Notice.

There will be a meeting of the "Red and Blue" on Wednesday (today) in the office, Room 11, College Hall. Copy for the April number must be in the hands of the editor latest to morrow. The board will be placed on the steps in the dormitory triangle at 12 o'clock on Wednesday (today).

Final Filing Day.

This is the day set aside for the filing of individual records for insertion in the "Senior Class Record." The great ma-
JOURNEY teaches the lesson some of us needtes the lesson. The men are not lympathetic with the majority of the "LONDON SPECIALS," possibly in the spherical number of 102-4 Locust street.

Savin & McKee
1218 Walnut Street, Philadelphia

The Queker City Laundry WORKS: 414 LOCUST STREET

It seems to many good things materials are very popular.

Whelan and Stafford

Our New Waders for Spring are indeed suitable for the most partic-
lar man, especially our "LONDON SPECIALS." May we show you how good these materials are?

Savin & McKinney

We invite you to a carnival of fashion at popular prices.

Three Minutes Enough for a Shave

Think of a Safety Razor that will slip down your cheek and
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FOOTBALL UNDERGOES CHANGE

Committee on Rules Adopts New and Radical Laws Introduced to Minimize Dangers.

At the meeting of the fourteen members of the Football Rules Committee, last week, in New York, six radical changes were adopted. The changes are designed to remove from the game the most dangerous features and prevent the recurrence of the long list of injuries of late seasons.

The dangerous features were considered to be the speed, solidity and persistence of mass plays, the drinking and exhaustion of players. The following means were taken to eliminate these:

1. Removal of the lгоуг emergency plan provided on the man first receiving the ball from the snap-down and running with it. The man first taking the ball was run through any part of the line, and does not have to run out five yards from the center.

2. Eleven men must always be on the line of scrimmage.

3. Defensive tactics prohibited.

4. Division of game into four periods of ten minutes each. The time of rest between periods has not yet been determined.

Teams will change goals at the start of the second and fourth periods, with the ball in the same relative positions as when time ceased and scrimmage will be resumed.

5. Pushing or pulling the runner with the ball is prohibited and the man in the interference was not held himself together with their arm.

6. Only the runner can now take the ball held on the hands to the men interfering for him.

7. Limiting of the inside kick to twenty yards beyond the line of scrimmage. No plays in which the ball attains the ground within twenty yards of the line of scrimmage, the players of the attacking side will not be inside until the ball is touched by an opponent.

SOCCER HOPES RECEIVE JOLT.

Defeat by Columbia Gave Team Defeat in Championship Race.

All chances for a championship season were lost last week when Columbia defeated Pennsylvania on the grounds of the Monmouth Field Club on Saturday, March 28, by the score of 2 goals to 0.

Throughout the game the visitors forced the play into the Red and Blue territory. Despite the usual goals of Goalkeeper Homer, the New Yorkers succeeded in scoring once each half, while the Red and Blue forwards were held before the aggressive work of their rivals. The lineup:

Columbia: Pennsylvania: C.B. Jordan...goal ...Horner...goal C.R. O'Brien...right arm...Chase P.B. Spenser...right arm...Chase J. Dwyer...center half...Martis H. Hegey...right half...Teet M. Kintze...center half...Crockett Martin...left half...Graham Runyon...inside right...Wood Smith...inside left...Irving J. Dwyer...center forward...Penn J. C. B. Jordan...inside left...Bobby Zeller...outside left...Philippe Reference: E. Waldron...Liberton...Treat and J. Bryan...Time of halftime—45 minutes. Goals for Columbia—J. Dwyer and Smith.

NOTICES

Freshman baseball practice will be held this afternoon after the Varsity game.

CitizenSHIP for to-morrow: The Iona will receive its Pro Milligan, 4 Wallace, 2 L. S. Rowe.

All members in east of French Play must turn out for reassembly tonight at 8 P.M. sharp.

The South Carolina Club will meet in Room 1, Houston Hall, on Wednesday evening, April 6, at 7:30 o'clock.

Basketball Notice. Varsity and Freshman games will be taken today on Franklin Field at 1 o'clock sharp.

Atlantic City, N. J.

America’s Greatest and Most Popular Health and Pleasure Resort.

Particularly attractive during winter and spring months. Advantages not to be found elsewhere. Large dances and concerts, and dancing to the best of music. Steamer connection with all railroads直达York, and Burlington. Every outdoor equipment. Seven miles broad- walk. Fine climate. No flies. Summer season from May 10th to November 15th.

MONTICELLO

THE HOTEL FOR COMFORT

MODERN HIGH-CLASS HOMELIKE EXCELLENT TABLE AND SERVICE


THE PENNSYLVANIAN.

FOUNDES GLOVES mean right gloves—so far Fowens make any trouble.

BRADDOCK H. ZELLEY

112 S. 11th St.

SAFETY RAZOR SIZED AD

Razoredge 2'


University Text Books

BOTH NEW AND SECOND-

HAND FOR

ALL DEPARTMENTS

TO BE HAD AT

Hickey’s Book-Store

129 Arch Street

THE COMMONWEALTH TITLE

INSURANCE AND TRUST

COMPANY

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, $2,100,000.

101 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

W. W. McCASLAND & SON

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS

Leasing and Bell Installations

Kreskedle: West 43 D. Bell: Preston 1897 A

Now in Room 1, Houston Hall, on Wednes-
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All chances for a championship season were lost last week when Columbia defeated Pennsylvania on the grounds of the Monmouth Field Club on Saturday, March 28, by the score of 2 goals to 0.

Throughout the game the visitors forced the play into the Red and Blue territory. Despite the usual goals of Goalkeeper Homer, the New Yorkers succeeded in scoring once each half, while the Red and Blue forwards were held before the aggressive work of their rivals. The lineup:
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CitizenSHIP for to-morrow: The Iona will receive its Pro Milligan, 4 Wallace, 2 L. S. Rowe.
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A Spring and Summer stock containing over 1500 distinct styles of cloth is our offering to the students of "Penn."

The goods are very attractive this season and we would certainly like to see you.

Our store has been enlarged to accommodate our increasing trade, and all orders will receive intelligent attention.

PYLE, INNES & BARBIERI

LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS

1125 WALNUT STREET

Suits

Overcoats

Full Dress Suits

$25 to $40

$35 to $50

$40 to $50

$50 to $100

$10 to $20

$20 to $40
The Pennsylvania.

PATRONIZE
The Dormitory Drug Shop
Opposite the Dormitories
For your wants in that line
W. R. MURRAY

MAGNOLIA AND MALLORY
1201 Walnut Street
Wholesale and Retail
GROCERS and DELICATESSEN DEALERS
Our Fraternity Blend Coffee is Unpar-
led.

THE ROOSEVELT
13 CHESTNUT STREET
To Rent for Receptions, Weddings, Banquets and Entertainments
CHARLES RILEY
Caterer to University Functions

"THE OLDE Tyme LUNCH SHOP"
3323-25 Woodland Ave
Home Cooking.

HARRY LEUPOLD
TAILOR AND IMPORTER
1018 Walnut Street

"THE NEW ARROW COLLARS"
FOR SUMMER—High enough for looks, low enough in pocket and plenty of room for the tie inside.

Dr. Ed. A. Steiner, Noted Immigration Authority, Speaks Forcibly
on the Love of Man.

Professor Edouard A. Steiner, of Iowa College, author of "On the Truth of the Immigrant," and one of the leading American authorities on immi-
dgration, delivered an address in Honors
Hall yesterday on "The Love of Humanity."

"After two years," said Professor Steiner, "his life of Jesus still has a wonderful influence upon the progress of nations. Men may say of Him that we have passed Him by, but most of us, with a clear historic vision, are aware that we have not yet reached the standards of this Jesus of Naz-
dar. Reversal for confidence and assurance in the Father is the lesson He directly
taught. Life is not to gain power or culture for the purpose of the Divine Will—that shall be strong
in the right we believe.

"In a measure, we have followed Jesus to the throne of grace— in the
heart of a man. In a measure, we have
learned that the purpose of men is to serve. But mankind stand at that when it comes to including all classes and races of men. We have learned to
like the like, but we have not learned to break into the tribe that is unlike.

The good of us have within us the bit-
terest prejudices.

"And yet this man, so unlike all others, that is to himself with his thorn
through His belief in the kinship of all humanity and through His realiza-
tion that under all external differences there is a common need. Differ-
ences do not for the divinity or within
within the man himself—they are due to opportunity. The Russian, ground
down by the heel of oppression or the peasant of the Cornwall stone but it is not unlike the American, for all are
sons of men.

"There is no joy so great because there is nothing so great as the know-
edge that all peoples are alike. It is one of the greatest things which a uni-
versity or any community can accom-
plish to break down the barriers of racial
groups, for what we are as a nation or as individuals we are by the grace of God rather than by our efforts. Imagine what would have hap-
penned if our ancestors had settled in Africa or if we ourselves had followed
other paths.

"We cannot blend into fraternity unless we men have a love for humanity. We cannot all
harrying. It is the love of humanity that teaches us to serve, even as it is the
knot of brotherhood that makes a man of the street weak.

Reserving Dormitory Rooms, 1910-1911.

From ten to twenty rooms in the University Dormitories who wish to re-en-
engage their present rooms for next year may do so by applying at the Thurau's offices before May 1, 1910. After this date a list of rooms open for general assignment will be published and ap-
nlications from present students, or
those intending the matriculate next year, will be received at the Thurau's ofice until noon on May 3, 1910, when the allotment will be made.

An important meeting of the Mis-
nesota Club will be held tonight at 8
o'clock, in Hoffman Hall. All mem-
bers are urged to attend.

W. H. Emshio & Sons
Always among the most popular tailors for Pennsylvania students, be-
cause they have the "young man idea," because the prices are moderate, and
because they allow the student 10 per cent discount. 1528 Chestnut street.

THE HUMAN BROTHERHOOD

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED

LOCATION FOR FRATERNITY—
2413-17 Woodland avenue, twenty
story brick dwelling and side-yard; lot is
121' by 121'. For sale by Edward J.
Dunbar and 1323 Woodland avenue.

TABLE BOARD—Excellent home
cooking and good service. Mrs. Wondra,
1908 and 1909 at $1.50 per week, meals, 25 cents.
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